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Dhaka urges New Delhi to withdraw anti-dumping duty

Bangladesh's Commerce Minister Tipu Munshi on Tuesday requested his Indian counterpart Suresh Prabhu to take

necessary measures to withdraw anti-dumping duty on Bangladeshi products as they met on the sidelines of WTO

ministerial meeting in New Delhi. "He (Munshi) urged his counterpart to lift the anti-dumping duties on our

products as they held the meeting," a commerce ministry spokesman told BSS in the Indian capital. He said

Munshi sought India to import more apparel products from Bangladesh and more Indian investment in

Bangladesh. Officials and business analysts in Dhaka said despite a general duty-free access of Bangladeshi

products to India, several Indian states often impose taxes if the imported products appeared to be huge in

volume to affect their local enterprises. They said jute products and battery were examples of such Bangladeshi

products to face such duties in Indian market.
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/dhaka-urges-new-delhi-to-

withdraw-anti-dumping-duty-1557854970

Disagreement over new VAT law ends, finally

Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal said on Tuesday the new value added tax (VAT) law will be implemented

from the next fiscal year as the businesses and the government sank differences over it. "I have assured the

businessmen that there will be no increase in tax rates on any product. Rather there could be reduction of the

same in the next budget. They have put trust in me," he told reporters after a meeting with the National Board of

Revenue (NBR) and the apex trade body FBCCI. "Earlier there were some differences. It has now been resolved,"

he said after the meeting at his Economic Relations Division office at Sher-e-Bangla Nagar in Dhaka. "We have

discussed it with the business community today. They are now convinced. There is no misunderstanding now," Mr

Kamal said. "We cannot disclose details of the VAT law at this moment for its sensitivity. But the law will not be

harmful, rather it will be business-friendly," he said.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/disagreement-over-new-vat-law-ends-

finally-1557855673
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/suspicious-transactions-go-64pc-1743793

MFS likely to come under close watch

Mobile financial services (MFS) like bKash and UCash are likely to be brought under close monitoring by the

government soon, officials said. The government is moving towards such regular screening after it finds concrete

evidence of criminal activities being carried out by using digital financial service, they added. To this effect, the

home ministry in a recent letter sent by Md Jakir Hossain, deputy secretary of Public Security Division, has asked

the finance ministry to give opinions in this regard as early as possible. Earlier, the National Telecommunication

Monitoring Centre (NTMC) has requested the home ministry to take next course of action in this regard. NTMC

started its operation on January 01, 2017. "NTMC provides telecommunication monitoring facility to the law

enforcers and intelligence agencies round the clock for the sake of national security. It is the only national

platform where the law enforcers and intelligence agencies get all kinds of telecommunication related information

as per their demand that brings success," according to NTMC document. "As crime occurs, using financial services 

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/mfs-likely-to-come-under-close-

watch-1557854896
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আজ বাাংলাদেশ ব্াাংদের পর্ষে সভা : ববাঝা নামাদে আপদসর পথ

অনেনে শিল্প েরার জেয ঋণ শেনেশিনেে। শেন্তু সমেমন া গ্যাস-শিদ্যযৎ ো পাওোে োরখাো েনরও  া চােু েরন  পানরেশে। োরখাো চােু েরন  ো পপনর পশরনিাধ

েরন  পানরেশে িযাাংেঋণও। পশরশিশ র োরনণ পখোশপ হনে পগ্নি এ ঋণ।  নি অনেনেই িযাাংে পেনে ঋণ শেনে  া পশরনিাধ ো েনর পেি পিনেনিে। ঋনণর

টাোে যুক্তরাষ্ট্র, োোডা, শসঙ্গাপুর, মােনেশিোসহ শিশিন্ন পেনি শিোসী জীিেযাপেও েরনিে অনেনে। আইশে ফাাঁ েনফােনর পিশরনে যানেে ‘ইোেৃ ’ ঋণনখোশপরা।

মামো েনরও এসি পখোশপর োি পেনে অেথ আোে েরা যানে ো। পখোশপ ঋণনে অেথেীশ র িে ‘পিাঝা’ শহনসনি পেখা হনে। এ অিিাে েন ার া েে, ‘পিাঝা’

োমান  িরাং আপনসর পনেই হাাঁ টনি অেথ মন্ত্রণােে। আর অেথ মন্ত্রণােনের এ শসদ্ধানে সাে শেনে ঋণ পুেঃ ফশসে েীশ মাো অেুনমােে েরন  যানে িাাংোনেি

িযাাংে। পেন্দ্রীে িযাাংনের আজনের পর্থে সিাে েীশ মাোটি অেুনমােে হন  পানর িনে জাো পগ্নি। যশেও পেন্দ্রীে িযাাংনের অনেনেই অোেুষ্ঠাশেেিানি

জাশেনেনিে, এর ফনে িযাাংশোং খান র সুিাসে পিনে পেনি। েীর্থশেে ধনর পযসি িে গ্রাহে ঋণ পশরনিাধ েরনিে ো, িযাাংশোং খান র ওপর  ারা আনরা চাপ ত শর

েরনিে। স্বাধীে ার পর পেনে গ্  শডনসম্বর পযথে িযাাংে পেনে ঋণ শেনে পখোশপ হনেনিে, এমে পখোশপনের অফুরে সুনযাগ্ শেনে ঋণ পুেঃ ফশসে েীশ মাো

সাংনিাধে েরা হনে। অেথ মন্ত্রণােে পেনে পা ানো এ-সাংক্রাে খসো েীশ মাোটি পযথানোচো েনর ে ুে েীশ মাো ত শর েরনি িাাংোনেি িযাাংে। এনেনে শেিু

পশরি থ ে িাো প্রাে সি ি থ ই অপশরিশ থ   োেনি িনে সাংশিষ্ট সূে শেশি  েনরনি।
http://bonikbarta.net/bangla/news/2019-05-15/196734/%E0%A6%86%E0%A6%9C-

%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8

7%E0%A6%B6-

Suspicious transactions go up 64pc

Banks and financial organisations sent a record number of suspicious transaction and activities reports to the

Bangladesh Financial Intelligence Unit last fiscal year, in an indication of their commitment to fight money

laundering. In fiscal 2017-18, the BFIU received a total of 3,878 suspicious transaction reports (STR) and suspicious

activity reports (SAR) from reporting agencies, up 64.50 percent year-on-year, according to the BFIU’s annual

report, which was released last week. This is a good sign that banks and other reporting agencies concerned had

given more attention to the suspicious transaction and activities as part of their fight against money laundering

and terrorist financing, bankers said. The quality of STRs and SARs submitted by reporting agencies also improved,

said Abu Hena Mohd Razee Hassan, chief of the intelligence unit. The BFIU is responsible for analysing STR, SAR,

cash transaction reports and information related to money laundering and terrorist financing received from

reporting agencies and other sources. 
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The insurance regulator has issued a notice recently imposing a restriction on use of multiple bank accounts by

non-life insurance companies for premium collection. Only one bank account can be used and the same must be

used to pay taxes to the government, a limit put in place to stop unhealthy commission business, said Gokul Chand

Das, a member of the Insurance Development and Regulatory Authority (IDRA). He said insurers were allowed to

spend the highest 15 percent against their commission income but most were found going past the limit using

multiple bank accounts for premium collection. The move will also help the authority to easily monitor income and

expenditure of insurance companies, he added. The insurance companies were asked to close the multiple bank

accounts by May 13 and send updates. Later, the time was extended till June 30 in response to a request from

Bangladesh Insurance Association (BIA).  The IDRA also asked the non-life insurance companies not to pay claims in 

cash. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/ban-use-multiple-accounts-collecting-ins-

premium-1743790

Govt bond yield rises sharply

Yield on government treasury bonds (T-bonds) increased significantly on Tuesday following an upward trend in

interest rates particularly on bank deposits. High yield on the government securities may continue till July due to

higher demand for liquidity ahead of Eid-ul-Fitr festival along with impact on closing of the fiscal year, according to

officials and bankers. The cut-off yield, generally known as interest rate, on 05-Year Bangladesh Government

Treasury Bonds (BGTBs) rose to 7.46 per cent on the day from 6.99 per cent of the previous auction held on April

09, according to the auction results, published by Bangladesh Bank (BB). "The yield on the BGTB was re-fixed in

line with the market requirements on the day," a senior BB official told the FE. An upward trend in overall interest

rates is pushing up yield on the government securities, the central banker explained. The government borrowed Tk 

7.0 billion through reissuing its 05-Year BGTBs on Tuesday.
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Ban on use of multiple accounts for collecting ins premium

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/govt-bond-yield-rises-sharply-

1557855831

BSEC okays CDBL module to bar directors’ secret share sales

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Tuesday approved the Central Depository Bangladesh

Limited’s block module to bar random and anonymous shares sales by companies’ sponsor-directors. BSEC on the

day also finalised rules regarding investment sukuk, exchange traded derivatives and short sales after analysing

public opinions on the rules. The capital market regulator gave the approval at a commission meeting presided

over by its chairman M Khairul Hossain, a BSEC press release said. It said that the listed companies would block

shares of their sponsor-directors and placement shareholders using CDBL’s block module so that the shares could

not be transferred. The asset management companies would also block units of sponsors of mutual funds using

the module. The stock exchanges would release the blocked shares and units after the shareholders and

unitholders make necessary disclosures to the stock exchanges and tax payments. 

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72437/bsec-okays-cdbl-module-to-bar-directors-secret-

share-sales
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FRC asks ICAB to re-audit Coppertech’s financial reports

The Financial Reporting Council on Tuesday asked the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh to re-audit

financial statements of Coppertech Industries following media reports on anomalies in the financial statements of

the company. The FRC sent a letter to the ICAB in this connection. In the letter, the FRC said that media exposed

that there were a number of inconsistencies in the financial statements of Coppertech Industries that came to its

notice. The issue is related to the fame and credibility of issuer Coppertech and its auditor Ahmad & Akhtar. The

FRC also said that the matter was very much crucial for the public. Therefore, the FRC feels that the financial

statements of the company should be re-audited for the interest of the public, said the financial reporting

overseeing body in its letter to the ICAB.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72436/frc-asks-icab-to-re-audit-coppertechs-financial-

reports

Pause in approval to new power plants likely

The government is likely to stop giving permission to set up new power plants for now, considering that the

existing plants are enough to meet the demand for power until 2030. A high-powered committee has recently

recommended the pause in the approval process. The committee stated that the existing power plants, including

those under construction, are enough to meet the country's electricity demand over the next one decade. The

committee headed by state-run Power Cell Director General Mohammad Hossain revealed that the country's

electricity demand would be around 29,619 megawatt (MW) by 2030 with the efficient use of energy. On the

other hand, the Power Division under the Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources (MPEMR) had

projected the power demand at 40,000 MW by 2030. Currently, the country's overall electricity generation from a

total of 127 power plants is hovering around 11,500 MW against their de-rated generation capacity of 17,701 MW.
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EBL, IDCOL arrange syndication loan for Midland East Power

Eastern Bank Ltd. (EBL) and Infrastructure Development Company (IDCOL) as Joint Lead Arrangers have arranged

USD 67.25 million, BDT 920 million and Working Capital Facility of BDT 4,165 million for the Midland East Power

Limited at Ashuganj, Brahmanbaria, said a statement. A joint venture of Viyellatex Group and Youth Group, the

150 MW HFO Power Plant has been in commercial operation since November, 2018. The deal closing ceremony

held recently at The Westin, Dhaka was attended by K.M. Rezaul Hasanat, Chairman and Feroz Alam, Managing

Director, Midland East Power Limited; Ali Reza Iftekhar, Managing Director and CEO and Hassan O. Rashid,

Additional Managing Director, Eastern Bank Limited; Mahmood Malik, Executive Director and CEO, Infrastructure

Development Company Limited; Nazmul Haque, Director (Investment) and Head of Advisory, IDCOL, Syed

Mahbubur Rahman, Managing Director and CEO, Dhaka Bank Limited; M. Fakhrul Alam, Managing Director, ONE

Bank Limited; Shams Abdullah Muhaimin, Head of Transaction Banking, Structured Finance and International

Division, Prime Bank Limited and others.
http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/ebl-idcol-arrange-syndication-

loan-for-midland-east-power-1557854389

RMG exports to non-traditional markets growing fast

Garments shipments to non-traditional, mostly major markets grew by 29.62 per cent year-on-year to USD 3.15

billion in the first nine months (July–march) of FY2018-19 compared to USD 2.43 billion during the same period

last year. This growth has been possible because of an incentive package and access to duty-free markets.

Markets, other than the traditional markets, such as the USA, Canada, and Europe, are considered non-traditional.

Among them are Chile, China, Japan, India, Australia, Brazil, Mexico, Turkey, South Africa, and Russia. These are

the markets where Bangladeshi apparel exports are growing significantly. Siddiqur Rahman, former president of

the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers' and Exporters' Association (BGMEA), told The Independent that the

government had announced a cash incentive of 5 per cent in 2010 for exports to non-traditional markets. 

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/199578

চীন-যুক্তরাষ্ট্র বাণিজ্যুদ্ধ : চীদনর পাল্টা শুল্ক আদরাদপর ব ার্িায় ণবদের বশয়ারবাজাদর বড় েরপেন

যুক্তরানষ্ট্রর ৬ হাজার পোটি ডোনরর পনণয চীনের পাল্টা শুল্ক আনরানপর পর্ার্ণাে শিনের প্রধাে পিোরিাজারগুনোে িযাপে েরপ ে েে েরা পগ্নি। চীো পর্ার্ণার

প্রেম প্রিাি পনে ওোে শিনট। এরপর গ্ োে শিনের অেযােয প্রধাে পিোরিাজানর েরপ ে পেখা পেে। খির গ্াশডথ োে, শসএেএে শিজনেস ও এএফশপ। চীে পাল্টা

শুল্ক আনরাপ েরনে িাশণজয সাংর্া  আনরা  ীব্র র হনি, যুক্তরানষ্ট্রর পপ্রশসনডন্ট পডাোল্ড ট্রানের এই হুমশে অিজ্ঞা েনর চার সহস্রাশধে মাশেথ ে পনণয ২৫ ি াাংি শুল্ক

আনরাপ েনর পিইশজাং। গ্  শুক্রিার পোনো চুশক্ত িাো আনোচো পির্ হনে ২০ হাজার পোটি ডোনরর চীো পনণয শুল্ক িৃশদ্ধর পর্ার্ণা পেে যুক্তরাষ্ট্র। এশেনে

পিইশজাংনের পাল্টাপাশল্ট শুল্ক আনরানপর পশরনপ্রশেন  চীনের আনরা ৩০ হাজার পোটি ডোনরর পনণয ে ুে েনর শুল্ক আনরানপর প্রশক্রো শুরু েরার শেনেথ ি শেনেনিে

ট্রাে। চীে-যুক্তরানষ্ট্রর মধযোর িাশণজযযুদ্ধ ে ুে এ মাো পাওোে শিনের পিোরিাজারগুনোে এর প্রিাি পনেনি। েীর্থ সাপ্তাশহে িুটি পিনর্ মঙ্গেিার পেেনেে শুরু

হনে প্রেনমই পহাাঁ চট খাে হাংোংনের পিোরিাজার। হযাাং পসাং ও সাাংহাই সূচনের প ে হনেনি যোক্রনম ১ েিশমে ৭০ ি াাংি ও িূেয েিশমে ২০ ি াাংি।

মধযাহ্নশিরশ র পূিথ পযথে পটাশেও পিোরিাজানর েরপ ে হনেনি িূেয েিশমে ৭০ ি াাংি।
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
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makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
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